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Abstract
1. Current thinking in life‐history theory and the biology of ageing suggests that ageing rates, and consequently life spans, evolve largely as a function of trade‐offs
with reproduction. While various evolutionary constraints are generally acknowledged to exist, their potential role in determining ageing rates is rarely considered.
2. This review integrates three types of information to assess the relative importance of
constraints and trade‐offs in shaping ageing rates: (a) empirical work on the presence of
intraspecific trade‐offs; (b) theoretical work on factors limiting the force of trade‐offs;
and (c) consideration of the biological mechanisms of ageing, as currently understood.
3. At the empirical level, evidence for intraspecific trade‐offs is mixed, including
some surprising failures to observe a trade‐off in model organisms. At the theoretical level, the presence of multiple currencies and nonlinearity can weaken the
strength and/or generality of trade‐offs. Additionally, trade‐offs among lower‐
level functions, such as between sources of mortality, can create constraints at
higher organizational levels, for example such that reductions in reproduction are
unable to produce decreases in ageing rate. In terms of ageing mechanisms, some
mechanisms, such as the regulation of IGF‐1 and related pathways, seem to agree
quite well with trade‐offs as a driving force; however, other mechanisms, such as
dysregulation of the vertebrate stress response and stem cell exhaustion, seem
more likely to impose constraints than to mediate trade‐offs.
4. Taken together, these findings suggest that trade‐offs alone are insufficient to understand how ageing rates evolve; instead, both trade‐offs and constraints likely
play important roles in shaping evolutionary patterns, with their relative importance varying across taxa. Accordingly, it is time to revisit the broad assumption
that survival–reproduction trade‐offs are the key force structuring much of life‐
history variation and the evolution of ageing rates.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N
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some in the literature (e.g. 'costs paid in the currency of fitness when
a beneficial change in one trait is linked to a detrimental change in

Current thinking at the crossroads of life‐history theory and ageing

another', Stearns, 1989). Our emphasis on mechanism rather than

biology is that trade‐offs between early and late life or between sur-

pattern is crucial because our core question is to what extent trade‐

vival and reproduction structure how ageing rates evolve (Kirkwood,

offs drive the evolution of ageing mechanisms leading to variation

2005; Lemaitre et al., 2015; Rodrigues & Flatt, 2016). Such trade‐

in ageing rates.

offs underlie both the antagonistic pleiotropy and the disposable

To understand how life span and ageing evolve requires us to un-

soma theories of ageing (Kirkwood & Holliday, 1979; Williams, 1957)

derstand how trade‐offs shape variance in life span and ageing rate

and have formed a cornerstone of our understanding of variation in

between individuals within a species, currently poorly understood.

life‐history traits. Several nuances to these general statements are

From this perspective, it is useful to segregate trade‐offs into ge-

well recognized. For example, trade‐offs may appear only under cer-

netic and individual variance components. The genetic component

tain severe environmental conditions (Tavecchia et al., 2005), and

is caused by allelic polymorphism in genes related to strategies along

mutation accumulation unrelated to trade‐offs may also contribute

the trade‐off axis (here mainly the slow‐fast continuum of life histo-

to ageing (Everman & Morgan, 2018; Hughes, Alipaz, Drnevich, &

ries, Gaillard, Lemaitre, Berger, Bonenfant, & Devillard, 2016). The

Reynolds, 2002). Nonetheless, this overarching framework has con-

individual component is caused by individual stochasticity; in other

tinued to be broadly accepted.

words it is concerned with the outcomes of constraints (mostly phys-

Trade‐off‐based theories of ageing do not suggest a mecha-

iological) at the individual level that generate the variety of possible

nism by which the trade‐offs can be escaped. This is problematic

realizations of each such strategy (life‐history trajectories). Indeed,

in the light of recent work showing that a wide variety of species

for a given genetic strategy, an individual's life history may show

from across the tree of life, including those with distinct somas, ap-

very different outcomes or trajectories because of individual costs

pear not to age (Jones et al., 2014). Empirical work on trade‐offs,

and stochasticity, even in a constant environment.

recent theoretical advances and an increasing understanding of the

At the level of individual life courses, the genetic component

mechanisms of ageing provide additional reasons to question the

plays no role beyond defining the range and implications of plastic

traditional framework. The goal of this review was thus to assess the

responses. In contrast, in interspecific (comparative) studies the

evidence that trade‐offs are in fact the primary evolutionary force

individual component, though significant evolutionarily (Coste, &

shaping ageing rates. We use this discussion to propose new empir-

Pavard, in press), is statistically overwhelmed by its genetic coun-

ical and theoretical avenues for the study of how trade‐offs shape

terpart (see how this improves drastically the detectability of

ageing and life span.

trade‐offs from the intra‐ to the interspecific level in Bernardo,
1996; Christians, 2000). In between, that is at the population/spe-

1.1 | Definitions and scope

cies level – the workplace of evolution – both components combine to generate a variety of life‐history trajectories. At that level,

We consider a trade‐off to be present when an increase in fitness or a

the aggregated effects of these two components can even seem-

specific aspect of functioning via one component mechanism/trait inevi‐

ingly offset one another. This is not, however, the main hindrance

tably results in a decrement to the fitness/functioning through another

to the phenotypic emergence of trade‐offs, mainly caused by co‐

component mechanism/trait, producing a limit on the total fitness/func‐

occurring non‐iso‐fitness genetic strategies and by individual sto-

tion achievable. We contrast trade‐offs, which may be modulated via

chasticity in resource acquisition. In the first case, the coexistence

organismal or evolutionary processes to adjust the balance between

in a population of different acquisition strategies or of different

the mechanisms/traits in question, with constraints, which are limits

qualities will generate bias preventing the statistical emergence

on fitness or functioning that are not subject to important modulation.

of a potential genetic trade‐off (Houle, 1991). In the second case,

For example, to the best of our knowledge, rates of wing wear in

the capacity of an individual to acquire more resources (because

insects cannot be substantially changed via increased resource al-

of a localized and temporary beneficial microenvironment, for in-

location; they thus represent a constraint rather than a trade‐off.

stance), than another, will also hinder the detection of the underly-

The relationship between trade‐offs and constraints is nuanced. For

ing allocation trade‐off as famously proved by van Noordwijk and

example, trade‐offs between mortality components (i.e. causes of

de Jong (1986).

death, such as cancer and metabolic dysfunction), discussed in de-

We limit the scope of our discussion in several ways. First, we

tail below, may create a higher order constraint on the evolution of

only consider animal literature, since it is in that kingdom that the

longer life span. Likewise, some low level of DNA damage accumula-

trade‐off framework in question has mostly been applied to un-

tion may represent a constraint, but higher levels are likely prevent-

derstand ageing (but see Salguero‐Gomez et al., 2016). Second,

able with sufficient resource allocation and thus reflect trade‐offs.

our interest in linking trade‐offs to ageing implies that we consider

Despite these nuances, the distinction between trade‐offs (modu-

ageing as a physiological process of inexorable functional decline,

lable along an axis) and constraints (largely fixed and inescapable at

with at least some mechanisms that may be broadly shared across

short evolutionary time‐scales) will be central to our argument. We

species. We are acutely aware that demographic ageing does not

also note that our definition of trade‐offs is more mechanistic than

always map perfectly with physiological ageing (Vaupel, Baudisch,
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Dolling, Roach, & Gampe, 2004; Wensink, Wrycza, & Baudisch,

the extent to which genetic variation related to antagonistic plei-

2014); nonetheless, we make the simplifying assumption that de-

otropy is the genetic variation shaped by selection to produce vari-

mographic ageing is a reasonable proxy for physiological ageing.

ation in life span. Additionally, gene‐by‐environment interactions

Third, most consideration of trade‐offs in the context of ageing

may make this question even more challenging – and interesting

has revolved around resource allocation trade‐offs, particularly

– to explore.

between reproduction and survival functions, which is at the core

More broadly, a large number of selection experiments have

of the disposable soma theory (Kirkwood, 1977, 2005; Kirkwood &

detected ‘positive pleiotropy’, positive genetic covariation be-

Holliday, 1979). For this reason, our discussion tends to emphasize

tween early‐ and late‐life fitness or condition (Maklakov, Rowe, &

resource allocation trade‐offs, though obviously many other kinds

Friberg, 2015). This has led to the proposal of a modified version of

of trade‐offs are also possible.

the mutation accumulation theory of ageing, in which the deleteri-

Fourth, our focus is largely on intraspecific trade‐offs. There is

ous effects of mutations are present throughout life, but increase

now substantial evidence for the existence of a fast‐slow life‐his-

in magnitude with age (Maklakov et al., 2015). Interestingly, this

tory axis at the interspecific level in many taxa (Gaillard et al., 2016;

idea is concordant with recent thinking on the evolution of cancer

Lemaitre et al., 2015; Salguero‐Gomez et al., 2016), with important

(DeGregori, 2011), as well as with complex systems explanations of

implications for how we understand trait structures at macroevo-

ageing as a breakdown in homeostasis (Cohen, 2012, 2016): phys-

lutionary scales. However, these broad patterns are hard to relate

iological regulatory networks are highly buffered and redundant,

back to the mechanistic questions we are asking. For example, pop-

and loss of homeostasis in a given subnetwork thus is most likely

ulation growth rates are normally relatively close to stationary (e.g.

to be expressed in the presence of other problems in the same or

between −0.5 and 1.5 across 389 diverse plant species, Salguero‐

connected subnetworks (Nijhout, Sadre‐Marandi, Best, & Reed,

Gomez et al., 2016), implying that if either reproduction or longevity

2017). Early in life, buffering is likely to better mask the effects of

increases, the other trait will decrease due to density dependence,

mutations than later on when increasing dysregulation exposes the

independent of what physiological mechanisms may be involved.

consequences of the mutation.

Furthermore, intraspecific variation represents the workplace of

The positive pleiotropy/modified mutation accumulation theory

evolution, and it is here that we observe many of the exciting re-

implies that the declining force of selection with age is still import-

cent phenomena reshaping our understanding of trade‐offs: context

ant, but that the trade‐offs in the antagonistic pleiotropy theory

dependence, condition dependence, nonlinearity, etc. It is at the in-

(between early‐ and late‐life fitness), or in the disposable soma the-

traspecific level that a complex interplay of biology, genetics, alloca-

ory (between survival and reproduction) may not be major drivers

tion, environment, strategic choices and phenotypic plasticity waits

of the evolution of ageing and life span. In support of such a model,

to be elucidated.

high random mortality in the nematode Caenorhabditis remanei induces selection for shorter life span as predicted under classical
theories, but high condition‐dependent mortality induces selection

2 | E M PI R I C A L E V I D E N C E FO R
I NTR A S PEC I FI C TR A D E‐ O FFS

for longer life span (Chen & Maklakov, 2012). Life span selection

2.1 | Trade‐offs in experimental evolution of model
organisms

ing ability and mate searching proficiency (Ancell & Pires‐daSilva,

A number of model organisms have been used to study trade‐offs,

in nematodes is, more generally, highly conditional, with sex‐specific effects reversible by selecting on complex traits such as learn2017).
Evidence from experimental evolution in model organisms is

with mixed results. In the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, classic

thus mixed in its support a role for resource allocation trade‐offs

selection studies gave contrasting results regarding a decrease in

in determining life spans. While a number of genes in multiple spe-

reproductive rate following selection for longer life span (but see

cies support antagonistic pleiotropy (Austad & Hoffman, 2018),

Luckinbill, Arking, Clare, Cirocco, & Buck, 1984; Rose, 1984). Other

other genes appear capable of extending life span without partic-

selection experiments have shown trade‐offs (e.g. Fabian et al.,

ular costs. Selection experiments also produce varied and confus-

2018). Recent work on D. melanogaster has also failed to confirm

ing results. While the experimental approaches generally used with

key predictions of life‐history and the disposable soma theory. Flies

model organisms are considered by many to be a gold standard sci-

on calorically restricted diets showed evolution of both fecundity

entific technique, they do have some drawbacks as well (Austad &

and survival, but not in the negatively correlated way predicted by

Podlutsky, 2005). First, experimental results may not be valid under

theory, and in ways that differed between the sexes (Zajitschek et

different conditions, so the generalizability of the conclusions is not

al., 2018, 2016). Some D. melanogaster alleles appear to produce

necessarily clear. This is particularly relevant in the context of labo-

longer life span with earlier costs (Tatar et al., 2001; Yamamoto,

ratory evolution, where the laboratory environment is far removed

Bai, Dolezal, Amdam, & Tatar, 2013), consistent with antagonistic

from a heterogeneous natural environment. Second, selection ex-

pleiotropy, whereas others produce life span extension without

periments are difficult and can be biased by genetic background,

costs that have been detected (Rogina, Reenan, Nilsen, & Helfand,

breeding protocols and a number of other factors. Third, the organ-

2000; Wang, Bohmann, & Jasper, 2003). An open question is thus

isms that are used in such studies are usually particularly short‐lived
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even within their clades; it is not clear to what extent this may bias

mammal and 12 bird species kept in zoos (Ricklefs & Cadena, 2007),

the findings more generally.

in Rottweiler pet dogs (Kengeri, Maras, Suckow, Chiang, & Waters,
2013), in laboratory mice (Tarin, Gomez‐Piquer, Garcia‐Palomares,
Garcia‐Perez, & Cano, 2014) and captive Microcebus murinus (Landes,

2.2 | Trade‐offs in the wild: Condition
dependence and implications for genetic trade‐offs

Henry, Hardy, Perret, & Pavard, 2019). However, dependence of sur-

There is now an extensive literature showing that costs of reproduc-

not more costly under unfavourable or favourable environmental

vival CoR on resource abundance is not universal: reproduction was

tion (CoR) vary markedly in both presence and strength according

conditions in American red squirrels (Descamps, Boutin, McAdam,

to a number of factors. Here, we highlight some key findings relat-

Berteaux, & Gaillard, 2009).

ing to survival CoR. We note that this literature needs to be inter-

The condition dependence of CoR means some individuals may

preted with some caution, given the substantial differences in a

appear to escape trade‐offs, having both higher reproduction and

species' measured life span depending on conditions. For example,

greater survival. Moreover, variation in acquisition is not indepen-

the Labord's chameleon (Furcifer labordi), which normally lives only

dent from variation in allocation as assumed in van Noordwijk and

4–5 months in the wild and is the record holder for shortest life span

de Jong (1986), which would have implicitly assumed an identical

among tetrapods, was shown to live up to 16 months if kept under

slope of the relationship between survival and reproduction across

ambient conditions; its life span also varies greatly across habitats

environment and individual quality (Descamps, Gaillard, Hamel, &

and environmental conditions (Eckhardt, Kappeler, & Kraus, 2017).

Yoccoz, 2016; depicted in Figure 1).

2.2.1 | Poor environmental conditions can reveal
otherwise hidden costs

2.2.2 | Is condition dependence detectable at a
physiological scale?

There is evidence that survival CoR depends on environmental

Many of the studies examining survival–reproduction trade‐offs

conditions and may be detectable only when resources are limited

in the wild are based on short‐term survival, which is substantially

during specific years and/or for specific sites. For instance, in Soay

easier to quantify than impact on ageing rate. Even though ageing

sheep, survival CoR is only present during severe environmental con-

is demographically detectable in the wild, for example as increases

ditions (wet and stormy winters occurring when population density

in mortality rates with age, (Nussey, Coulson, Festa‐Bianchet, &

was high; Tavecchia et al., 2005). A remarkable example in the seed

Gaillard, 2008; Ricklefs, 1998), the percentage of individuals subject

beetle Callosobruchus maculatus has shown that environmental con-

to ageing‐related mortality is highly variable but usually low enough

ditions (i.e. food availability) can not only change the mean fecundity

to present a measurement challenge. Accordingly, attempts to link

and life span between environments, but also reverse the signs of

CoR to ageing rate have often relied on physiological proxies for age-

phenotypic and genetic correlations from positive to negative under

ing, which can be measured short‐term and which are not obscured

conditions when food is present or absent, respectively (Messina &

by non‐ageing‐related mortality (but see Boonekamp, Salomons,

Fry, 2003). In Alpine Ibex, there was no survival CoR either before

Bouwhuis, Dijkstra, & Verhulst, 2014).

or after an epizootic event (pneumonia), but the cost was high during

The most common proxies have been oxidative stress and telo-

it (Garnier, Gaillard, Gauthier, & Besnard, 2016). By contrast, studies

mere attrition (Costantini, 2014; Monaghan & Haussmann, 2006),

on captive populations, where resources (at least food and water)

though the justification for these choices based on the ageing biology

can be considered as non‐limiting, failed to detect any CoR in 18

literature is now doubtful (Belsky et al., 2018; Hekimi, Lapointe, &

F I G U R E 1 Period‐individual survival
as a function of reproduction (e.g.
assuming that survival probability could
be measured at the individual level,
for instance with a biological marker)
depicted in the case where the magnitude
of the survival CoR depends on the
interaction between environmental
condition and individual quality
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considering other potential shapes for the trade‐off. Levins (1968)

forwardly associated with increased oxidative damage (Metcalfe &

showed theoretically that the trade‐off shape is an essential param-

Monaghan, 2013; Monaghan, Metcalfe, & Torres, 2009; Selman,

eter for the expected result of evolution. For example, in portions

Blount, Nussey, & Speakman, 2012). While several studies show that

of trait ranges where trade‐offs are very steep or very shallow, the

reproduction decreases resistance to oxidative stress (e.g. Christe,

trade‐off essentially seems to disappear (i.e. optimization is occur-

Glaizot, Strepparava, Devevey, & Fumagalli, 2012), reproduction was

ring on one trait at a time within those ranges). Despite such consid-

found to have no effect on free‐ranging female Soay sheep oxidative

erations, few studies have investigated the question of the trade‐off

damage levels (Nussey, Pemberton, Pilkington, & Blount, 2009) and

shape (Jessup & Bohannan, 2008; Maharjan et al., 2013). The prin-

little effect in eastern chipmunks (Bergeron et al., 2011). In birds,

cipal challenge to evaluate the linearity of trade‐offs is to collect

several experimental studies demonstrate that reproduction does

enough quality data, so theoretical studies are especially useful.

decrease oxidative resistance (Alonso‐Alvarez et al., 2004; Wiersma,

Bourg, Jacob, Menu, and Rajon (2019) studied the evolution of

Selman, Speakman, & Verhulst, 2004) in a condition‐dependent way

trade‐off shape in a large population. They used an evolutionary

(Noguera, 2017), leading to short‐term mortality rather than a long‐

resource allocation‐based model with mutations on the endocrine

term change in longevity prospects (Alonso‐Alvarez et al., 2006).

system involved and demonstrated that trade‐offs are not necessar-

This emphasizes the difficulty arising when trying to relate apparent

ily linear. Depending on the environmental context, the trade‐off's

CoR with the disposable soma theory (Monaghan et al., 2009).

shape tends to be shorter and more concave. They revealed that the
trade‐off shape depends directly on a rarely considered parameter:

2.2.3 | Importance and implications

the cost of resource storage (Figure 2). Thus, depending on the acquired resource and its storage cost, individuals from a single pop-

The integration of all these factors implies that trade‐offs are sub-

ulation could evolve along different trade‐off shapes. Furthermore,

ject to strong stochastic influences caused by multiple driving forces,

the whole population was able to reach a new trade‐off shape only

transforming detectability of survival CoR into a statistical challenge

by improving their ability to use the energy thanks to the combined

(Descamps et al., 2016) and the evolutionary demography modelling

action of mutations and selection. The possibility of escape from

of trade‐offs into a population‐structured jigsaw (Coste, Austerlitz,

a trade‐off by mutation or by a diet modification should lead to a

& Pavard, 2017). Overall, there is clear evidence for CoR in some

decrease of the trade‐off's impact. Another interesting implication:

species under some conditions, but there is also clearly evidence

for the many resources that cannot be stored, trade‐offs should be

that CoR is in fact highly contingent on a number of factors.

highly concave and thus should only be strong for narrow ranges of

An important caveat here is that failure to detect CoR is not

traits.

equivalent to their absence, according to our mechanistic definitions of trade‐offs, constraints and CoR. Many studies in the wild
have relatively small sample size, and this leads to two contradictory
problems: (a) many underpowered studies may fail to detect an effect that is present, and (b) studies that find effects will tend to systematically overestimate them because only studies overestimating
effects will be statistically significant (Gelman & Carlin, 2014). As a
result, it is hard to know how to interpret the patchwork of evidence
presented above: What are the relative roles for statistical artefacts,
condition dependence in detection, and contingency in the presence
of trade‐offs? Likely all play a role, but the overall portrait will require substantial further work.

3 | TH EO R E TI C A L R E A S O N S TO E X PEC T
W E A K E R TR A D E‐ O FFS
3.1 | Nonlinearity of trade‐offs
Most empirical studies focusing on trade‐offs deal with detection at
the population level. The main goal for authors is generally to test for
a negative relationship between two traits, often survival and reproduction (Charnov & Ernest, 2006; Levitan, 2000; Roff, Mostowy, &
Fairbairn, 2002; Vøllestad & Quinn, 2003; Walker, Gurven, Burger,
& Hamilton, 2008). In this context, the slope estimated through a
classic linear regression gives an apparent answer, but without

F I G U R E 2 Shapes of trade‐offs are different depending on the
storage cost applied in simulations. Ten representative simulations
per storage cost value are illustrated. The higher the storage cost,
the more trade‐offs are curved and short. Simulations originate
from Bourg et al. (2019)
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3.2 | The effect of social and sexual interactions
Social interactions within the same sex and/or between sexes can
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fully capture the resources that may be allocated. Micronutrients
such as carotenoids may be allocated to sexual selection or antioxidant function in some species (Isaksson, Sheldon, & Uller, 2011).

also affect the cost–benefit balances of somatic maintenance and

Specific dietary nutrients such as proteins might also have differ-

reproduction, often leading to the weakening of trade‐offs. For

ential roles, particularly if reproduction requires certain nutrients

example, cooperation by food transferral from adults to their de-

more than others (Cotter, Simpson, Raubenheimer, & Wilson, 2011;

scendants can promote the evolution of longer life span in popula-

Raubenheimer, Simpson, Couteur, Solon‐Biet, & Coogan, 2016).

tions of overlapping generations (Gurven, Stieglitz, Hooper, Gomes,

Non‐physical resources such as time and risk may also be differen-

& Kaplan, 2012; Lee, 2003; Pavard & Branger, 2012); long life and

tially allocated (Ketterson, Nolan, Wolf, & Ziegenfus, 1992). There

post‐reproductive life span can in turn promote the evolution of co-

is thus good reason to believe that multiple currencies do operate

operation (Ross, Rychtar, & Rueppell, 2015) and suppress conflict

simultaneously to mediate any trade‐offs that may exist; this model

(Port & Cant, 2013). As soon as the wheels of the positive feed-

explored the evolutionary consequence of these multiple currencies.

back start to turn, the cost of somatic maintenance can be reduced

In some runs, the currencies were allowed to have differential

quickly so that slowed ageing/increased life span does not necessar-

‘buying power’ for survival and reproduction. For example, one cur-

ily cause detrimental effects on reproduction. Interactions between

rency might allow a gain of one unit of reproduction for a loss of one

males and females can also strongly influence life span. For example,

unit of survival, but another currency might allow a gain of two units

sexual conflict over mating can directly affect the life span and age-

of reproduction for one unit of survival. As long as the buying power

ing rate of individuals, often causing reduced life span or even im-

differed across currencies, the model found that the trade‐off was

mediate death of females (reviewed in Adler & Bonduriansky, 2014).

substantially weakened (i.e. higher lifetime reproductive success could

In social insects, however, mating can be a form of sexual coopera-

evolve) relative to a single‐currency model. Even when buying power

tion. For example, mating alone (either with a fertile or a sterilized

was equal (probably unrealistic under real conditions), the evolution

male) can substantially increase the life span of queens of the ant

of the underlying physiological traits showed substantial stochasticity

Cardiocondyla obscurior; queens that received viable sperm also

due to the presence of multiple optima in the state space. These find-

have increased fecundity (Schrempf, Heinze, & Cremer, 2005). As

ings imply that, under realistic scenarios of multiple currencies with

we can see, under either sexual conflict or sexual cooperation, fe-

differential buying power for survival and reproduction, trade‐offs

cundity and life span can be shifted in the same direction, weaken-

are likely to be substantially weaker than generally thought. They do

ing/restricting trade‐offs between reproduction and maintenance.

not, however, imply that the trade‐offs are completely absent.

Moreover, social and sexual interactions can happen at the same
time throughout different life stages of an individual in synergistic
or antagonistic ways, further lightening the influence of trade‐offs

3.4 | Trade‐offs between mortality components

as a determinant of life span. For example, Berger, Lemaitre, Allaine,

In the sixth prediction of his seminal article on the evolution of se-

Gaillard, and Cohas (2018) showed recently that in cooperative

nescence (Williams, 1957), Williams anticipated that 'senescence

breeding Alpine marmots, the presence of helpers (subordinate

should always be a generalized deterioration, and never due largely to

males) on the one hand improves the survival of male pups via ther-

changes in a single system'. This idea was later reframed and formal-

moregulation during hibernation, but on the other hand can impose

ized by Maynard Smith (1962): a synchrony of physiologically inde-

strong intrasexual competition pressure on these pups. The opposing

pendent ageing processes is expected because natural selection

influences from social and sexual interactions produced a nonlinear

will favour any genetic change that makes the physiological system

effect of the presence of helpers on the life span of male dominants.

that ages the fastest more durable while it would select less against

For the dominant males who have helpers in adulthood, they lived

mutations affecting systems that age more slowly (see Box 1 for an

the longest (max 14 years) when having no helper at all, shortest (max

illustration of this principle). Moreover, it has been argued that co-

8 years) when having a single helper, and intermediate (max 11 years)

variation between risk of different causes of death at the individual

when having two or more helpers at birth (Berger et al., 2018).

level may hinder the effects of selection on mortality components at
an evolutionary scale (see Box 1). The idea is that a primary defect

3.3 | Multiple resources

of one system has consecutive effects in other systems, leading to
inferential difficulties in characterizing causes of death. This has led

A third theoretical argument against the role of trade‐offs in deter-

researchers to envision senescence as the accelerated accumulation

mining ageing rate was recently proposed by Cohen, Isaksson, and

of health deficits resulting from deterioration of several physiologi-

Salguero‐Gomez (2017). They modelled lifetime reproductive suc-

cal functions and leading ultimately to death (Kulminski et al., 2007;

cess in a hypothetical species where resource allocation decisions

Yashin et al., 2007).

were made simultaneously across multiple ‘currencies’ (i.e. resources

These hypotheses have been recently discussed in the light of new

that can be differentially allocated to survival or reproduction). Much

empirical evidence (reviewed in Gaillard & Lemaître, 2017) demon-

of the literature primarily discusses energy budgets and energy al-

strating that demographic, phenotypic and functional senescence are

location, but there is increasing evidence that energy alone does not

not synchronous (e.g. in Soay sheep in Hayward et al. (2015) or in

COHEN et al.
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BOX 1 Trade‐off between mortality components may explain non‐synchronicity of senescence by causes of deaths
Let us assume a theoretical organism, absent of extrinsic mortality, whose adult mortality hazard 𝜇(t) is shaped by three independent additive Gompertz‐shaped (i.e. 𝜇(t) = aebt−𝛼) causes of death c1, c2 and c3, such that 𝜇(t) = 𝜇1 (t) + 𝜇2 (t) + 𝜇3 (t), with t > 𝛼, and 𝛼 the age at maturity.
For simplicity, let us further assume that parameter a is constant (all causes have the same level of morbidity at first adult age α) and that
cause‐specific morbidity differs in the rate bc at which mortality increases with age (with subscript c standing for causes of death 1, 2 or 3).

Figure 3a shows the staked distributions of deaths fc (t) = S1 (t)S2 (t)S3 (t)𝜇c (t) for the three causes of death c1, c2 and c3, the corresponding
survival S(t) = S1 (t)S2 (t)S3 (t). It also shows the distribution of death from each cause fc (t) = Sc (t)𝜇c (t) in the case where individuals die only
from this cause (lines). Density of deaths from c1 is much larger than those from c2 and c3 because few individuals survive to ages where
c2 and c3 are most likely (with a = 0.0015, b1 = 0.1, b2 = 0.07 and b3 = 0.05).
Now let us assume a stationary population of a species whose fertility rates are constant over age. In this case, remaining life expectancy
/
e𝛼 is an adequate measure of adult fitness. Thus, sensitivity of e𝛼 with respect to cause‐specific parameter bc, 𝜕e𝛼 𝜕bc, is a proxy of the
strength of natural selection on deleterious alleles increasing the pace at which mortality from cause c increases with age. Figure 3c
shows these estimates in three scenarios (on the three left panels) where (i) the three causes c1, c2 and c3 compete in the population,
(ii) only c2 and c3 compete, and (iii) individuals die only from cause c3. These results show that selection pressure on an allele increasing
susceptibility to a specific cause of death depends on the age‐specific amount of other deaths in the population. For example, removing
c1 from the population drastically increases the strength of negative selection on c2 and only a little on c3. More generally, gradient of
selection occurs not only through age but also through causes of death. For example, assume that alleles for susceptibility to c2 are at
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BOX 1 (Continued)
the mutation–selection balance, with selection just above the threshold at which selection overcomes genetic drift into the population.
Negative selection is weak but will eventually purge deleterious mutations. Everything else being equal, alleles for susceptibility to c1
will be more intensely negatively selected. Purifying selection will decrease the number and the frequency of these alleles, eventually
decreasing the amount of deaths from c1. By contrast, susceptibility mutations to c3 are neutral and mutations will accumulate, eventually
increasing the amount of death from c3. Natural selection will therefore tend to homogenize the rate at which cause‐specific mortality
increases with age. This was the idea developed by Maynard Smith (1962) and Williams (1957).
But then, do we expect that all primordial functions senesce at the same pace and therefore share the same b parameter? We do not
think so, for several reasons. First, cause‐specific genetic architecture (i.e. mainly the number, length and expression of genes) may differ
between functions, leading to different cause‐specific deleterious mutations rates. Second, biological function differs at many molecular
and physiological levels. In the case of diseases for example, this leads to disease‐specific constraints on its epidemiology (i.e. mainly
its age‐onset pattern and its penetrance) leading to different levels of selection (Pavard & Metcalf, 2007). We therefore do not expect
cause‐specific mutation–selection balances to equilibrate at the same allelic spectrum.
Now let us consider that causes of death are not independent and that cause c3 is now the product, for instance, of a multiplicative interaction c × c , between c and c , such that 𝜇 (t) = za2 e(b1 +b2 )(t−𝛼) (where z is the coefficient of this interaction). This models, within
1

2

1

2

1×2

an individual life, the fact that factors increasing c1 may also be prone to increasing c2 and vice versa. Figure 3b shows the distribution of
deaths in this case (taking z = 40 such that c1 × c2 is accounting for more than 25% of observed deaths). Figure 3c (two right panels) shows
/
the 𝜕e𝛼 𝜕bc for c1 and c2 in this case. Adding interaction between causes of death tends to decrease selection on c1 and increase selection on c2. However, even with a strong interaction these changes are of small magnitude relative to the difference in elasticity between
causes of deaths.
Finally, let us assume now a linear negative covariation between b1 and b2. This models a trade‐off between causes of death at an evolutionary scale. Figure 3d shows e𝛼 for a range of parameter b1 (which corresponds here to b2 = −7b1 + 0.14; plain line). An optimum is then
found corresponding to a unique couple but potentially different (b1, b2); their respective values depend on the magnitude of their covariation (b1 = 0.068 and b2 = 0.092 in this example). Adding positive interaction (c1 × c2) to the model tends to flatten the optimum (dotted
line), making it less stable, but still evolutionarily relevant.

reptiles in Massot et al. (2011)). Such asynchrony could be due to the

measuring biomarkers linked to cause‐specific mortality or (c) em-

relative rates of the decline for different fitness components in rela-

pirically manipulating, over the course of an individual's life, the

tion to their age‐specific impacts on fitness (Cohen, 2004). It could

functions at the source of the mortality component trade‐off. It is

also be due to constraint‐based mechanisms of ageing (see below),

likely that mortality component trade‐offs are also condition‐ or

which are not necessarily subject to simple adjustment through se-

environment‐dependent; for example, we would predict that the

lection and may therefore not be easily ‘synchronizable’. In particular,

frequency of APOE‐ε4 would decrease in sunnier environments as

trade‐offs between mortality components may provide part of the

the trade‐off between vitamin D absorption and neurodegenera-

answer. Life‐history theory – heavily influenced by the synchronic-

tion weakened (Oriá et al. 2007 ).

ity theory – has indeed little envisioned the possible importance of
trade‐offs between mortality components, nor how they might lead
to variation in optimal rates of senescence related to specific causes
of death (see Box 1 for an illustration of such trade‐offs).

4 | W H AT AG E I N G M EC H A N I S M S C A N
TE LL U S A B O U T TH E RO LE O F TR A D E‐ O FFS

In conclusion, trade‐offs between mortality components may
be an important and underexplored driver of the evolution of age-

Most discussion of the role of trade‐offs is divorced from what is

ing. Finding evidence for such trade‐offs at a population scale is,

known about the mechanisms of ageing. To some extent, this gap

however, challenging because individuals die only once and gath-

is bridged in the literature searching for specific genes and genetic

ering information on the proximal and distal reasons for individual

patterns that might underlie antagonistic pleiotropy or mutation ac-

death is difficult in captivity and generally impossible in nature.

cumulation (Austad & Hoffman, 2018; Hughes et al., 2002); none-

Investigations of such trade‐offs will therefore mostly rely on

theless, the individual genes are not the mechanisms, and there are

experimentation or very detailed longitudinal studies, requiring

insights to be gained from asking how known mechanisms could

(a) grouping individuals according to factors (genetic or environ-

be modulated by trade‐offs. A thorough review of ageing mecha-

mental) expected to shape cause‐specific mortality outcomes, (b)

nisms is beyond the scope of this article; accordingly, we choose
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several illustrative examples from the well‐known framework of
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through positive feedback loops (Tomiyama et al., 2012). This mech-

the Hallmarks of Aging (Lopez‐Otin, Blasco, Partridge, Serrano, &

anism is, as far as we know, completely independent of resource

Kroemer, 2013), as well as a few other mechanisms which were not

allocation strategies or other trade‐offs, and reflects an inherent

included in that framework but which are broadly accepted (dysregu-

weakness in the structure of the underlying regulatory networks,

lation after psychological stress; McEwen, 1998, structural damage;

a constraint.

Rueppell, 2009 and age‐related clonal hematopoiesis; Shlush, 2018).

The distinction between trade‐off‐based and constraint‐based

At a relatively macro level, the role of insulin‐like growth fac-

mechanisms is not always clear. For example, while the level of DNA

tor (IGF)‐1 and related pathways supports the role of trade‐offs in

damage might be adjustable via resource allocation, some minimal

determining ageing rate. Within vertebrates, increased IGF‐1 levels

level is probably unavoidable and might be considered a constraint.

are broadly associated with increases in both somatic growth and

Likewise, rates of DNA damage might have impacts on the rates of

reproduction, but also with decreases in life span and accelerated

cellular senescence (d'Adda di Fagagna, 2008), such that even if the

ageing (Dantzer & Swanson, 2012). Crucially, IGF‐1 may explain

mechanism itself represents a constraint, upstream changes in re-

life‐history variation at both the intra‐individual and interspecific

source allocation could modulate rates of accumulation of senescent

levels: it responds to environmental changes to mediate intra‐indi-

cells. Despite these nuances, however, it is clear that many ageing

vidual trade‐offs, but also appears to explain lineage‐specific differ-

mechanisms are not subject to much modulation by resource alloca-

ences in growth and ageing, such as in dog breeds (Greer, Hughes,

tion or trade‐offs. Perhaps the clearest examples are the impacts of

& Masternak, 2011). Furthermore, the IGF‐1 receptor gene is a ca-

chronic stress and structural damage such as wing wear in insects.

nonical example of a conserved genetic mechanism by which life

Another example is age‐related clonal hematopoiesis, a process by

span can be extended in organisms ranging from yeast to mammals

which natural selection among different clonal stem cell lineages

(Tatar, Bartke, & Antebi, 2003). IGF‐1 would thus appear to be the

can produce decreases in diversity, with impacts on ageing (Shlush,

ideal mechanistic candidate to explain life‐history trade‐offs in ver-

2018). This loss of diversity does not appear to be in any way re-

tebrates, although more work needs to be done to fully confirm

source related, as far as we know.

this (Swanson & Dantzer, 2014). One attractive hypothesis is that

Broadly, then, it is useful to consider to what extent ageing

IGF‐1 and related pathways are a ‘public’ mechanism by which mul-

mechanisms can be modulated via trade‐offs, versus to what extent

tiple other ‘private’, or species‐specific, mechanisms are regulated

they are inherent in the physiological nature of the species in ques-

(Partridge & Gems, 2002).
Many of the downstream processes likely controlled by IGF‐1
and related pathways also lend themselves relatively easily to a

tion (constraints). The mortality source trade‐offs noted above are
an interesting case: they are trade‐offs at a lower level of organization that produce constraints at a higher level.

trade‐off‐based understanding of ageing. For example, DNA damage accumulation can likely be modulated, at least to some extent,
by investing in mechanisms such as antioxidant protection and re-

5 | D I S CU S S I O N

pair, which may be resource intensive. Loss of proteostasis as well
would seem to be modulable by allocation of resources to clearance

There can be no doubt that trade‐offs are often present in multi-

of proteins, an ATP‐dependent process (Kaushik & Cuervo, 2015).

ple evolutionary contexts, including those structuring ageing rates.

On the other hand, other ageing mechanisms appear to be more

Indeed, a wide variety of studies reviewed here confirms this in

strongly associated with various biological and physiological con-

different contexts: in the lab, in the wild, and based on the known

straints that would not be subject to modulation via greater allo-

mechanisms of ageing. Nonetheless, there is also now sufficient

cation of resources. In particular, many known ageing mechanisms

evidence to say that the trade‐off paradigm, while important, is

are essentially cancer protection mechanisms, notably telomere

incomplete as a way to understand how ageing rates and life span

attrition, cellular senescence and the inflammatory cascades that

evolve. Numerous studies both in the laboratory and in the wild have

can result (Schosserer, Grillari, & Breitenbach, 2017; Shay & Wright,

failed to confirm basic predictions, enough to imply that trade‐offs

2011). This is a canonical example of the above‐mentioned mortal-

are variable in their importance and strength depending on a wide

ity source trade‐offs, where a trade‐off between ageing and can-

variety of factors. Recent work on hyperfunction theory (Lind et al.,

cer creates a higher‐order constraint. Direct allocation of resources

2019), which posits that ageing arises from hyperfunction of repro-

(energetic or otherwise) would be unlikely to reduce cellular senes-

duction‐related genes late in life, also complements our review by

cence, since a decrease in cellular senescence would imply an in-

suggesting alternative mechanisms for the evolution of ageing be-

crease in cancer risk, and presumably selection has optimized the

yond trade‐offs.

balance between the two.

Specifically, we argue that many ageing mechanisms reflect

A second example of a constraint‐based mechanism is the dys-

physiological constraints that are largely isolated from mod-

regulatory effects of chronic psychological stress in vertebrates.

ulation by trade‐offs, whereas others are subject, more or less

Organisms appear unable to fully return to a baseline physiolog-

directly, to such modulation. The importance of the various age-

ical state after prolonged stress (McEwen, 1998), creating a long‐

ing mechanisms may depend on both the species/taxon and on

term dysregulation which can accelerate other ageing mechanisms

environmental conditions, implying that the role of trade‐offs is
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also likely to vary. Considering numerous other mitigating fac-

We would argue that (a) while the general existence of constraints

tors (condition and environment dependence of trade‐offs, non-

is acknowledged, they are rarely discussed or incorporated into

linear trade‐off shapes, social and sex‐specific factors, multiple

our paradigmatic way of thinking; and (b) while nuances related

resource currencies, etc.), trade‐offs should sometimes but not

to trade‐offs are acknowledged, their primacy as a driving force

always be a crucial force in structuring life histories generally and

is not generally thought to be called into question, as we are pro-

ageing rates specifically. Seen another way, an exciting current

posing occurs under many circumstances. This current way of

challenge is to elucidate (a) the variance decomposition of age-

thinking has several limits. First, researchers who are not experts

ing based on covariance with other traits (including links to other

in trade‐offs and life‐history theory are unlikely to consider the

mortality components); (b) the variance decomposition of the

presence of constraints in this context, and are likely to overesti-

part of this covariance that is genetic; and finally (c) their trans-

mate the role of trade‐offs. Second, even for those more expert in

lation into variance in fitness in a potentially structured popula-

the field, consideration of a major role for constraints should lead

tion (e.g. through heterogeneity or sociality) whose vital rates and

us to ask different questions. For example, research on empirical

their covariances fluctuate in time.

support for mutation accumulation versus antagonistic pleiotropy

To summarize, we are proposing a model of the evolution of age-

has generally supposed that there is a relatively general answer to

ing in which there are numerous ageing mechanisms, some broadly

this question; consideration of the multiplicity of ageing mecha-

shared across species, others highly specific to certain taxa (Cohen,

nisms, and the constraint‐ versus trade‐off‐based nature of these

2018). Some of these mechanisms emerge from constraints related

mechanisms, explicitly predicts that there is no universal answer

to the particular physiology and environment of the species; others

to this question. Third, our model provides a useful framework to

reflect trade‐offs that are modulable via mechanisms such as re-

understand the heterogeneity of ageing patterns across the tree

source allocation. The various mechanisms can then interact with

of life. Some taxa may share physiological traits (and thus ageing

each other via feedback effects. The importance of trade‐offs in

mechanisms) that make trade‐offs relatively universal within the

determining the ageing rate of a given species thus depends on the

taxon; others may escape trade‐offs to varying degrees for the

particular combination of mechanisms and their susceptibility to

same reason. Fourth, our model implies that the classical evolu-

trade‐offs. It also depends on a host of factors that influence the

tionary theories of ageing (mutation accumulation, antagonistic

strength of trade‐offs more generally than in the context of ageing:

pleiotropy and the disposable soma) are insufficient to explain

the functional form of the trade‐off and whether the trait values

the evolution of ageing: ageing can, and probably does, emerge in

are in a range with a strong negative slope; the number of curren-

some taxa largely due to constraint‐based mechanisms unrelated

cies involved in the trade‐off; social and sexual modulating factors;

to mechanistic trade‐offs; in other taxa, all mechanisms may be

and contingency of the trade‐off on environment and condition.

weak enough for the species to largely escape ageing.

Accordingly, we predict that a substantial portion of the variance in
ageing rates across species is attributable not only to coherent ad-

Accordingly, our model also raises a series of new questions/predictions that should be pursued:

justment via trade‐off‐based mechanisms, but also to the species‐
specific set of mechanistic constraints, with the trade‐off portion

1. We predict that there should be taxa in which mechanistic

of the variance highly dependent on the various potential mitigat-

trade‐offs play a minimal role in structuring life span. Teleost

ing factors listed above. For example, the variance attributable to

fishes are a good candidate, with many species ageing very

trade‐offs could be substantially weakened in a species where the

quickly and others very slowly or not at all. Contrasting pat-

trade‐offs are strong only under highly restricted conditions that

terns are clear in well‐known examples such as semelparous

do not represent the norm for the species. This theoretical model

salmon, killifish, guppies and rockfish.

appears to be supported by the diversity of evidence for trade‐offs

2. How strongly do mechanistic trade‐offs structure interspecific

in the laboratory and in the wild: apparently contradictory studies

patterns in life‐history variation in various taxa? Pattern‐level

may be reflecting this complex underlying reality, as much as being

trade‐offs are well described in some taxa, and we predict that

the product of methodological and measurement challenges. This is

this will be paralleled by mechanistic trade‐offs in some but not

strongly parallel to the recent theoretical work of Baudisch, Vaupel,

all cases. This could be tested, for example, by identification of

Wensink and colleagues showing that the classic work on ageing

mechanisms structuring trade‐offs (e.g. potentially IGF‐1 in mam-

demography by Hamilton (1966) is but a special case, with broader

mals), or by finding taxa where no trade‐off pattern is apparent.

patterns substantially more varied and complex than Hamilton had

3. Does the presence of IGF‐1 as an upstream control mechanism in

predicted (Baudisch, 2005; Vaupel et al., 2004; Wensink, Caswell,

mammals imply that trade‐offs are universally important in mam-

& Baudisch, 2017). Just as Hamilton's exponential increases in mor-

mals? If so, could we nonetheless detect variation in the strength

tality are a special (though important) case rather than a universal

of trade‐offs as a driving force within mammals (e.g. some taxa in

phenomenon, trade‐offs as key drivers of ageing are also likely a
special but important case.
Some readers may find this model unsurprising: Is it not well
known that there are both trade‐offs and constraints, for example?

which the trade‐offs are present but weaker)?
4. What are the relative roles, synergies and antagonisms between
genetic and individual trade‐offs, and how do these impact the
role of trade‐offs in determining ageing rates?
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5. What is the relationship between constraints and trade‐offs in
species with negligible/negative senescence? Do these species escape both constraints and trade‐offs, and if so in equal measure?
6. How do constraint‐based and trade‐off‐based mechanisms interact with each other? For example, in feedback loops among
mechanisms, is the trade‐off aspect amplified, or is the constraint
aspect amplified, or does it depend?
7. We have focused on ageing as a potential product of trade‐offs.
Beyond ageing, how important are trade‐offs in generating observed evolutionary patterns? Obviously, this is an age‐old question, but one that takes on a new light given the various limitations
to trade‐offs discussed here.
These questions illustrate the ways that an understanding of the
limits of trade‐offs and the potential role of constraints can reorient
our science. At the broadest level, evolutionary processes can be
conceived of as a dance between trade‐offs and constraints, with
one or the other taking the lead at various points but with both always present. Until now, we have focused primarily on one partner,
even while the presence of the other was acknowledged; it is time to
focus on the interplay. In the context of ageing in particular, this understanding appears poised to lead us towards novel evolutionary
theories of ageing with the potential to explain not only how ageing
can evolve, but also why it varies as it does across the tree of life.
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